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Checkbot – basic properties of the application

Real-time robot tracking

History and graphs

Alarms

Preventive and predictive maintenance

Planning and records

Event notifications

IP camera surveillance

Overview and efficiency of production
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Real-time robot monitoring

Ongoing tasks, Current values of variables and signals
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Plans

Several model plans are prepared

We are able to save various values of VARIABLES, REGISTERS, 
INPUT/OUTPUT signals irregularly

Based on defined rules, multiple values may be set and these 
notifications are then recorded through the NOTIFICATION module.

By way of defined plans, individual tasks are periodically launched 
and saved into the database. Collected data may be browsed using 
the Charts module.

Using PLAN and collected and evaluated data, the NOTIFICATION 
module subsequently passes on email notifications to defined 
persons.
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Plans
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Charts
Based on collected values, you can create various types of 
graphs. It is possible to display them according to time period 
and in various types.
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Charts
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Task scheduling

Operating hours

Backup of drive control
files

Monitoring of values of
variables, registers and 
signals

Graphical display of
monitored values
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Messages
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Notifications
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Locations
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Help
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Contains all user documentation (such as electronic handbook). 
Here it is possible to classify and choose according to controller 
type, name, content, etc.



Alarms overviewofcurrentalarms, camerarecordingbeforetheiroccurrence, completehistory
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Alarms overviewofcurrentalarms, camerarecordingbeforetheiroccurrence, completehistory
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Maintenance
Scheduling service
inspections after set 
operating hours or set time

Notification of the need for
a service inspection

Record of performed
service actions
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Maintenance
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Checkbot – schema
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Suported controllers and database

YRC1000

YRC1000micro

DX100

DX200

FS100

NX100
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MS SQL

H2



Application installation

HW key (dongle)
To run the appliation you need to have a library MotoComSDK V6.00
installed or newer and a HW key (dongle) attached to the server. 
Upon agreement will provide OKsystem or Yaskawa Czech

License file

The license file will be provided by agreement by OKsystem. 
The license is provided for a contractual number of robots and for a 
definite periond of time (license expiration date specified).
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Installation conditions

Before installing the application it is necessary to have prepared:
MotoComSDK V6.00 or newer (CD a HW key) – will be provided by
OKsystem or Yaskawa.

Computer with Windows 7/10, min 4 GB RAM, connected to network.

!When monitoring robots using BSC interface (NX100 a další) it is necessary
to have installed package Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable - x86!

Robots must be on the network and accessible via IP address.

The installation package with the Yaskawa robot monitoring application – will
be delivered by OKsystem.

Database MS SQL must be available.

License file – will be delivered by OKsystem.

Possibility of remote installation.
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Benefits

Real-time data collection from a robot, not just an informative display 
at a given point in time.

All data are in the database and freely accessible for further 
processing.

Predictive analysis elements enabling data collection and 
notifications, such as sending data about exceeded temperature, 
torque, current collection, etc., including their display.

Web camera option with continuous streaming and a 30 second 
record before an event (such as an alarm).

Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) module in the final phase of 
development.
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